
How to Manage the Chinese Market



Agenda

1. China general information 

2. X & Y generation and travel behaviors

3. ‘China ready’ 

4. Digital and social platforms in China?

5. How to target your right Chinese customer?

6. Opportunities  



CHINA



China Population



Population Distribution

There are 656 cities in China



China Outbound Travel Growth



Chinese Overseas Expenditure

 Chinese middle class have at least 2-3 overseas holidays in a year.

 Chinese readily engage and buy local products, try local foods, and react well to 

“education marketing”  



Top Destinations



X & Y Generation



The Art of “WAR”

“Precise knowledge of self and precise knowledge 
of the threat (target audience) leads to victory”



X-Generation Profile

50s: Generally lacking in formal education, as they were learning ‘Mao’s Book’ 
when they were in youth. Experienced the poor life when they were children. 
Most of them are the parents of 80’s born children.

60s: The beneficiary of more education after the “Great Cultural Revolution”, and 
the re-positioning from a “Planned Economy” to “Market Economy”; most of them 
are the parents of 90’s born children. 



X-Generation Booking Behaviors

50s & 60s: Most of them join tour groups, like to go to travel with their friends. 
Prefer Chinese food. Price sensitive. “Sleeping on bus, taking pictures off bus”. 

Most effective way to target them: Face to face sales, picture painting printouts, 
telemarketing, and friends referrals. 

Booking time: Most through travel agency, like to plan as early as possible.



Y-Generation Profile

70’s: The beneficiary of transition from the “Planned Economy” to “Market Economy”, 
they occupied the main management positions in China, most of them are the 
parents of 00’s. 

80’s: They are the generation experienced a lot of changes, generally speaking high 
education, flexible, and aggressive. 

90’s & 00’s: They grew up with modern technologies, everything is on digital and 
social, want to be different and unique, more self-centered. 



Y-Generation’s Booking Behaviors

70’s & 80’s: 60% vs 40% individual travel vs group travel. Focus on “value for money”, “face”,  
“quality & experience”. 

Most effective way to target them: Brand awareness & marketing campaigns through 
multiple channels, loyalty and closed user group activities.

Booking time: Around 1 month in advance.



Y-Generation’s Booking Behaviors

90’s & 00’s: 87% vs 13% individual travel Vs group travel. Focus on “new adventures”, “ 
freedom”, “destination with story”, more than 50% of them are solo travelers.

Most effective way to target them: Interactive campaigns, travel games, focus on: 
“graduation travel” as a key word. 

Booking time: Very flexible, sometime 1-2 weeks in advance, sometimes book and go. 



Greater Consuming Power 



How To Target Your Right 

Chinese Customers? 



Holiday Peak Travel Periods



Are You ‘China Ready’?

Language: Website, Marketing Content, Menu, Signage, Instruction Book:
1. Google translation vs translation
2. Translation vs trans-creation
3. Trans-creation vs trans-creation with local culture
4. Chinese speaking staffs

Culture & Habit:
1. Hot water vs ice water
2. Air-condition (temperatures) 
3. Tea vs coffee

Hotel Operations:
1. Chinese TV channels
2. High speed Wi-Fi
3. Small gift means a lot
4. Chinese people love attention, conversation, and feel recognized. (Chinese 

speaking GRO / GRM)



Digital & Social Platforms

1.  Baidu vs Google 

2.  Weibo vs Twitter

3.  YouKu vs YouTube

4. WeChat vs WhatsApp



Know Yourself

1. Market positioning

2. Business mix

3. Price structure

4. Feeder markets

5. Competitors

6. Do you have “value-add” stories? 

7. USP

8. FAB 



Opportunities 



Mobile travel sales 2015 
RMB 224.5 billion ($36.5 billion) 
+80% y-o-y increase
In 2019 it will be $105.06 billion

Digital Travel Sales Share in China Desktop / 
Laptop vs. Mobile 

Digital Travel Sales In China



Food For Thought

1. Interactive marketing

2. Live experience sharing

3. Influencer / blogger marketing

4. How to build up your “value add stories”

5. Education marketing

6. How to engage with 00s, build up loyalty in a early stage



Thank You

谢谢


